Orion Technologies
Client Meeting #1

Date: 9/13/07
Start Time: 4:30pm
End Time: 5:00pm
Location: Computer Science Lounge

Members Present: 4/4
Aleksandr Spektor
Nicholas Hogan
Christopher Vincek
Kevin Marsteller

Clients Present: 1/2
Eric Crossman

Agenda

1. Discuss background information:
Currently information about network components is stored in Network Registry online, as well as in the IT database.

2. Discuss last year’s project:
Project is a static design which doesn’t allow for the clients to update the maps without creating a brand new static image. Also, the only floor completed is the third floor of Roger Bacon. Project is web based utilizing HTML, PHP and JavaScript to accomplish its’ goals.

3. Clients’ Requirements:
   - complete the maps of the remaining floors of Roger Bacon and Morrell.
   - change user interface from static to dynamic
   - create a tool box containing possible network devices, that can be dragged and dropped to create new network device locations on the maps